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Abstract 
Software development can be thought of in two fairly distinct ways: on 

one hand, it is a scientific area in which scientific method is applied in 

terms of quantifiable measurements and empirical studies. On the other 

hand (as with many other principles) it is based on craftsmanship in 

which the best practices emerge with experience. TDD is one such 

practice, emerging from the community of software developers as a 

means of developing higher quality software. 

This thesis aimed to study whether or not TDD actually leads to an 

increase in quality. This was conducted by developing a client applica-

tion for a company in southern Sweden called TN Datakonsult AB. The 

application receives and visualizes signals from industrial processes. An 

API with the intent to capture this data over HTTP was developed in C#. 

This API was written by using TDD, while the client that consumed the 

API was written without tests as a control group. The code metrics that 

were calculated were cyclomatic complexity, lines of code, depth of inher-

itance, code coverage and class coupling. 

The results shows that many of the benefits associated with TDD are 

derived from the ability to track that the application under development 

is behaving as expected at any given time. This is a quality aspect which 

is particularly difficult to measure, even though the code metrics pre-

sented will assist the developer to keep track of the state of the applica-

tion. 

Keywords: TDD, Test Driven Development, Software testing, code 

metrics, unit test 
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Terminology 
The terminology used throughout this paper is listed in this section. The 

concepts are also described in the text, as they occur. 

 

Abbreviations 

AAA Arrange Act Assert. A pattern for structuring 

unit tests 

API Application Programming Interface 

BDD Behaviour Driven Development 

DAL Data Abstraction Layer 

DIP Dependency Inversion Principle 

DIT Depth of Inheritance Tree 

DTO Data Transfer Object 

MDI Multiple Document Interface 

MVP Model-View-Presenter 

SRP Single Responsibility Principle 

SUT System Under Test 

TDD Test Driven Development 

TFD Test First Development 

URI Uniform Resource Identifier
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1 Introduction 
This thesis work investigates the different principles and processes 

involved in design and testing software, with focus on Test Driven 

Development (TDD). Although the name appears to suggest it, TDD is 

not a testing technique, but is a design process in which software is not 

only tested but where the tests drive the design of our software. Testing 

becomes an inherent part of the development cycle. 

The work presented in this thesis has been conducted in collaboration 

with the software consultant company Tore Nestenius Datakonsult AB. 

An application to monitor and visualize signals from industrial process-

es has been proposed. Since the trend in this organization, as well as its 

subsidiaries, is to adhere to principles involving TDD as well as other 

software development methods relying on tests, large parts of the appli-

cation will be written in this manner. The development work will consist 

of the client part of the application and provides a foundation for writ-

ing and investigating test methods. 

 

1.1 Background and problem motivation 

The field of developing software and applications has been growing 

more and more complex over time. One reason involves the fact that 

complexity is added in terms of the number of people involved in a 

project. It is added through an ever changing market, leading to corre-

sponding changes in the specifications. Another important factor is the 

grade of distribution in a system; software has seen a paradigm shift 

where it, in many cases, can no longer be seen as a single redistributable 

program running on a single personal computer. More and more soft-

ware is accessed through browsers, thin desktop clients or mobile 

phones, whereas the actual logic operations and data storage occurs on 

server applications. These server applications, in turn, might be run as a 

single instance on one machine. In reality, this cannot be guaranteed. It 

might (and for bigger solutions, probably will) be running on several 

servers performing load balancing and data replication. Software and 

data might be stored in a cloud belonging to a private organization, or it 

might be stored in a larger cloud structure, such as Google App Engine 
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or Windows Azure. Different server applications could, in turn, use 

third party software which could be located as web services at different 

endpoints.  

How can this complexity be tackled when developing software? Is it 

possible to write code and have an actual defined behaviour for every 

scenario? Consider, for instance, a third party web service on which an 

application depends is being unresponsive. A software developer might 

want to handle this as an exception without locking the entire main 

application. Writing the code to handle such an exception is one thing, 

but actually testing the output of our code without having to wait for 

the third party service to actually malfunction is another. 

An on-going trend is to write testable software. The general idea associ-

ated with testing is to test a certain aspect of the software and receive 

feedback as quickly as possible. Software testing occurs on different 

levels and provides different amounts of feedback. Some tests, such as 

unit tests, test quality on an internal scale, but provide no information 

regarding how the system works as a whole. Conducting end-to-end 

testing, on the other hand, tests the external quality of the code and 

provides a great deal of feedback with regards to the system as a com-

plete unit, without having any knowledge of the internal workings. The 

idea has evolved into writing tests on different levels in order to obtain 

both low-level and high-level information about the entire system. 

In TDD, the idea of testing is taken one step further. Instead of writing 

code and then testing it, these tests are being written before the code 

which the test is supposed to exercise. In these tests, the code will be 

written to actually communicate with the public interface of types and 

methods. In this sense, not only is the software being tested, but it 

enables the tests to drive the entire development. 

 

1.2 Overall aim 

This thesis seeks to investigate whether or not TDD and software testing 

has a positive impact on the quality of the software, and if so, how can a 

subjective area such as quality be measured? 

While the work in relation to the actual report seeks to describe the 

aforementioned quality and maintainability measurements, another 
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primary aim is to implement a working client application for a compa-

ny. 

1.3 Scope 

Even though variants of test driven development do exist, such as 

Behaviour Driven Design (BDD), the scope of this thesis has been nar-

rowed down to TDD in order to keep the thesis project within reasona-

ble limits. 

The study will focus on investigating whether or not test driven devel-

opment leads to higher quality code. An important point in this context 

is to present empirical findings (or lack thereof). 

In order to do this, many code metrics will have to be recorded at differ-

ent times during the development. This is not usually a part of the 

development cycle and it adds a significant amount of overhead in 

terms of the time involved. Due to this, the study will focus on a single 

piece of software assembly written using TDD, from the entire project. 

1.4 Concrete and verifiable goals 

One of the main goals of the work behind this thesis is to write a work-

ing client application for the company TN Datakonsult AB. 

Another main goal is to investigate TDD as a software practice. This is 

performed by seeking the answer to the following questions:  

1. How is it possible to test and maintain quality in distributed ap-

plications? 

2. Which metrics can be used to describe quality? 

3. Which tools can be used during the construction and develop-

ment to measure said metrics? 

1.5 Outline 

Chapter 2 provides an overview of software testing and its components, 

including unit testing, resource mocking and dependency injection via 

the dependency inversion principle. 
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Chapter 3 describes the tool chain used during the development as well 

as the different quality metrics which will be measured throughout the 

development. 

Chapter 4 offers a high level summary of the software implementation. 

This is achieved by describing the structure of the application in terms of 

the project and solution structure, requirements and user interface. 

Chapter 5 visualizes the results from this study. The results from the 

measurements described in chapter 4 will be shown. 

Chapter 6 contains the interpretation and conclusions from the results 

yielded in chapter 5. In this case, the results are discussed and analysed. 

A verification of the previously stated goals earlier and whether these 

have been achieved will also be presented. 

1.6 Contributions 

The application under development consists of a client and a server part.  

This thesis will focus on the client software, while the server library is 

being written by Tore Nestenius and Jonathan Worthington at Tore 

Nestenius Datakonsult AB. 
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2 Theory on software test methods 
Test driven development builds upon more theories than simple 

true/false-assertions. One vital component is the ability to test the system 

under test (SUT) under isolated conditions, meaning that the desire is to 

test its logic without being dependent on other components. This section 

describes how this is conducted, using so-called mock objects and mocking 

frameworks, as well as the components for writing unit tests. 

2.1 Unit testing 

Unit tests are at the lowest level of the software testing and are designed 

to test a single unit of work [1]. A unit of work often translates to a certain 

method within the SUT. Unit tests are commonly contained in a Test 

fixture. A test fixture often translates to a class containing all tests for a 

specific SUT. Unit tests should be self-contained, in the sense that other 

code shouldn’t depend on it, as well as being repeatable [1][2]. A unit 

test basically tests the expected output from a certain method, function 

or code block. For instance, consider an application building upon the 

Model-View-Controller pattern (MVC). A certain class Controller, being 

part of the pattern, might use a class called UserRepository through 

composition. Assume that this class is used as a data abstraction layer 

(DAL), hiding the communication of an ORM or some other means of 

database communication. A class such as this will contain methods to 

read and write to the underlying data source. The implementation 

behind the repository might be a SQL-database, or it might be another 

data source altogether (files, NoSQL-databases etc.). The important part 

is that the implementation details are hidden. Calls to the Controller 

class will delegate calls to the UserRepository class. A partial code 

listing in C# illustrating the concept is shown in code listing 2.1: 

 
public class Controller 
{ 
    // Field variables 
    private readonly UserRepository m_repo; 
 
    // Constructor 
    public Controller() 
    { 
        // Instantiate field 
        m_repo = new UserRepository(); 
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    } 
 
    // Public controller methods 
    public bool AddUser(string userName) 
    { 
        var user = new User { UserName = userName }; 
        return m_repo.RegisterUser(user); 
    } 
 
    // ... Omitted ... 
} 

 

Code listing 2.1 – Delegation 

 

A unit test would be written as a single method, testing this logic. The 

possible outcome of a unit test involves two states: either pass or fail. The 

state is determined through an assertion. An assertion checks whether or 

not a certain condition has been fulfilled. This might involve checking 

whether a Boolean value is true or false, or checking whether a number 

is within a specified range. 

A common way to structure unit tests is through the Arrange Act Assert 

Pattern (AAA Pattern) [1]. The idea is that every unit test should contain 

three distinct phases: 

 

1. Arrange the resources required in order to test the intended 

work. This can include such tasks as creating the necessary in-

stances and resource mocking (mocking is covered in chapter 

2.3).  

2. Act upon the SUT. This step consists of performing the method 

call that should be tested. Usually, a particular method in the SUT 

is called and the value is stored in a temporary variable, or 

changes in state is observed. 

3. Assert the result. The final phase in the AAA pattern of unit test-

ing is to perform the actual assertion, checking that the value 

from the act-part is as expected. 
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An example test fixture containing a unit test for code listing 2.1, using 

the NUnit framework is presented in code listing 2.2: 

[TestFixture] 
public class Tests 
{ 
    // The system under test 
    private Controller sut; 
 
    [SetUp] 
    public void Setup() 
    { 
        sut = new Controller(); 
    } 
 
    [Test] 
    public void AddingNewUserReturnsTrue() 
    { 
        // Arrange (Empty for now) 
 
        // Act 
        var result = sut.AddUser("TestUser"); 
 
        // Assert 
        Assert.IsTrue(result); 
    } 
} 

 

Code listing 2.2 – Unit testing a class 

In this case, a user is simply being added to the database and an asser-

tion is made to verify that the result is true. The problem associated with 

this approach can be summarized in two points: 

 The test is now dependent upon the state of the underlying data 

source. It might fail for reasons outside our control, meaning the 

logic of the SUT is not being tested in isolation. 

 Every time these tests are run, the code in the SUT is being exe-

cuted. Hence, a user is actually being registered in the database 

every time. 

Since the Controller class is the SUT, the logic of UserRepository should 

not be involved in the test outcome. If UserRepository has logic that 

needs to be tested, then it should be tested in a separate test fixture. This 

means that the dependency on the repository must be reduced. This is 

often referred to as loose coupling, describing the degree of interdepend-

ency between types [3]. In order to reduce the coupling, a specific design 

pattern called dependency injection is used. This design pattern is given 
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through the dependency inversion principle (DIP), described in the next 

section. 

 

2.2 The Dependency Inversion Principle 

The term Dependency Inversion Principle (DIP) was coined by Robert C. 

Martin [4]. It is a vital part of writing testable code by reducing coupling 

between types. The general idea behind the principle is to invert the 

order on how dependencies are created. Traditionally, higher level 

modules are responsible for the creation of its dependencies, adding 

coupling between high and low level dependencies. As an example, 

consider Figure 2.1, where the Controller class from the previous exam-

ple is composed of at least one dependency (UserRepository). 

 

Figure 2.1 – A class (Controller) owning its dependency (UserRepository) 

 

The Controller class is highly dependent on the UserRepository class 

and has the responsibility to manage its creation and destruction. Writ-

ing tests for the Controller class, which tests only a specific piece of 

functionality, is difficult, given the scenario in Figure 2.1. No guarantees 

are given about how the Controller class is using the UserRepository 

class and testing a specific method in Controller will also rely upon the 

implementation of its dependencies. 

A means to decouple these is by programming towards an interface 

instead, as illustrated by the UML-diagram in Figure 2.2. The Controller 

class is no longer responsible for the UserRepository implementation. 

The controller class is instead dependent on an interface without any 

real logic. The implementation class (UserRepository) could now be 

substituted for another class, as long as it adheres to the IUserReposito-

ry interface. 
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Figure 2.2 – Controller and repo implementation, now decoupled by an interface 

The implication of this decoupling is that the implementation can be 

switched for a stand-in implementation with a well-defined behaviour, 

meaning the tests can be written to be independent on the actual imple-

mentation of dependencies. Providing stand-in objects is usually re-

ferred to as mocking, which is discussed in chapter 2.3. 

A modern way of providing dependency inversion is through a tech-

nique called dependency injection; usually by so called constructor injection 

[5], meaning that the actual implementation is passed as a constructor 

argument. The code listing below demonstrates how the Controller class 

is implemented, using the abstraction in Figure 2.2. 

/// <summary> 
/// Class: Controller. 
/// Depends upon the interface IUserRepository, but not the 
/// actual implementation 
/// </summary> 
public class Controller 
{ 
    private readonly IUserRepository m_repo; 
 
    public Controller(IUserRepository repo) 
    { 
        // Initialize the field through the constructor 
        m_repo = repo; 
    } 
} 

 

Code listing 2.3 – Constructor dependency injection 

This allows controller to be constructed with stand-in objects returning 

static data, instead of modifying the actual database. 
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2.3 Mocking resources 

Mocking is a method of using stand-ins for dependencies used by a 

specific piece of code, instead of relying on the actual service. As previ-

ously reasoned, unit tests should not modify databases or depend on 

network status every time they run. 

2.3.1 How to achieve mocking 

Mocking can be achieved in at least two ways. First of all, it is possible to 

write a class manually which does not use any resources, use this class 

in the application and later swap it for a production version. With the 

Controller/IUserRepository-example previously introduced, this would 

mean writing a class UserRepository which implements IUserReposito-

ry and pass it to the Controller constructor. 

While this would work, it will be cumbersome to maintain and particu-

larly if testing should occur on an exterior scale as well, where assertions 

should be made to verify that resources such as databases are actually 

used. This would require the implementation to be switched back and 

forth.  

As a result, a great deal of work has been involved in creating mocking 

frameworks. Such a framework has the characteristics of being able to 

create mock objects. Using a mocking framework enables a developer to 

create objects out of interfaces not yet implemented. On these objects, 

return values can be setup, to be used for calls on the instance methods. 

Since return values differ between situations, this setup can be done in 

every unit test. Without a mocking framework, it would be necessary to 

write a new implementation class with different return values whenever 

this was required by a test. 

2.3.2 Mocks and stubs 

When using a mocking framework, two types of resources exist, the first 

being called mocks, and the other one being called stubs. While both are 

fake instances of a class implementing a specific interface, there are 

some fundamental differences. Fake objects such as mocks and stubs are 

strongly connected to the philosophy of testing, which means that 

certain expectations have to be verified at some point [6]. How these 

objects are verified differ between mocks and stubs. For a stub, return 

values from methods are set up in advance. These return values are 

used to determine the outcome in the SUT. Assertions that the correct 
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methods have been called and that the SUT has returned the expected 

values are made afterwards in the assert-clause of the unit test. If the 

state is not as expected, the unit test fails. When using mocks instead 

expectations are being set on the object prior to testing. An expectation 

might, for instance, be that a given method f(x,y) is called with an ex-

pected list of parameters, or that a method is called exactly n times. 

Another common mock operation is to setup expectations that a method 

will never be called. If the expectations on the mock fail, the unit test 

will fail.  

Basically, stubs provide fixed return values and do state assertion on the 

SUT, while mocks provide expectations and do behavior assertion on 

the SUT. A short example on how to stub the UserRepository for the 

Controller using the RhinoMocks framework is given in code listing 2.4: 

[TestFixture] 
public class Tests { 
    // The system under test 
    private Controller sut; 
 
    // Stubs 
    private IUserRepository dbStub; 
 
    [SetUp] 
    public void Setup() { 
        // Create a stub 
        dbStub = MockRepository.GenerateStub<IUserRepository>(); 
 
        // Inject it into the controller 
        sut = new Controller(dbStub); 
    } 
 
    [Test] 
    public void AddingNewUserReturnsTrue() { 
        /* Arrange */ 
        dbStub.Stub(x => x.RegisterUser(new User())) 
            .IgnoreArguments().Return(true); 
 
        /* Act */ 
        var result = sut.AddUser("TestUser"); 
 
        /* Assert */ 
        Assert.IsTrue(result); 
        dbStub.AssertWasCalled( 
            x => x.RegisterUser(new User()),  
            c => c.IgnoreArguments()); 
    } 
} 

Code listing 2.4 – Stubbing 
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In the arrange part of the test, the following line is seen: 

            dbStub.Stub(x => x.RegisterUser(new User())) 
                .IgnoreArguments().Return(true); 

 

The Stub method takes a lambda expression, which defines the method 

to be stubbed. The sequential calls (IgnoreArguments and Return) 

define that this method should always return true in this test, regardless 

of parameters. There is a complete decoupling from the UserRepository 

implementation, and the logic of Controller can be tested in isolation. By 

setting up stubs on a per-test basis, this ensures us that it is possible to 

tailor return values to the behavior which is being asserted in the cur-

rent unit test. 

After the test arrangement, the SUT is called. This is the act part of the 

pattern: 

        var result = sut.AddUser("TestUser"); 
 

 

The result (if any) is saved. The test is ended with the assertions: 
 
        Assert.IsTrue(result); 
 
        dbStub.AssertWasCalled( 
            x => x.RegisterUser(new User()),  
            c => c.IgnoreArguments()); 

 

The first statement simply asserts that the result from the act is as ex-

pected (in this case, equal to true). The second statement takes two 

lambda expressions to assert that the method RegisterUser was called, 

but ignoring the arguments passed along. 

 

 

2.4 Test Driven Development 

The term Red-Green-Refactor is a cycle describing the idea of Test Driven 

Development, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. This cycle is to be repeated 

throughout the entire software development process and contains three 

distinct steps. 
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Redesign internal code aspects
(REFACTOR)

Write a failing unit test
(RED)

Add code to make the test pass
(GREEN)

 

Figure 2.3 – The Red/Green/Refactor cycle [7] 

The Red-Green-Refactor cycle is at the heart of TDD, describing how 

tests can be used to drive software design. Basically, the public interface 

of a class (in this case, an SUT), is designed through usage. By applying 

Test First Development (TFD), the test is being written and hence, the 

interaction, before adding the actual logic to the SUT. The following 

three sections (2.4.1 – 2.4.3) describe the steps of the TDD cycle in greater 

detail. 

 

2.4.1 Red 

The cycle begins by adding a failing unit test. The name of the test is 

chosen to be self-describing and semantically meaningful, such as 

AddingNewUserReturnsTrue or AddingUserWhenServiceUnavaila-

bleReturnsFalse. In this stage, the interaction with the SUT is written, 

and thereby the public interface is defined. For instance, the test method 

dubbed AddingNewUserReturnsTrue in code listing 2.4 contains the 

following call to the SUT: 

        var result = sut.AddUser("TestUser"); 

The type name of the SUT in this case is Controller. At the time that the 

test AddingNewUserReturnsTrue is written, the method AddUser does 

not exist in the class Controller. 
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2.4.2 Green 

The next step of the cycle is to make the test pass. Here, the actual meth-

ods that are being called in the test are created and logic is added to 

meet the test assertion criteria. 

A first step would be to add a method to the SUT. In other words, add a 

method called AddUser which takes a string argument and returns a 

Boolean value. This method signature is a product of the test itself, 

hence test driven development.  

In order for the test to pass, it has to meet the specified assertions. In this 

case, the assertions are: 

1. Make sure the returned result is true. 

2. Make sure that the method RegisterUser was called. 

To meet these expectations, the following logic could be implemented: 

    public bool AddUser(string userName) 
    { 
        var user = new User { UserName = userName }; 
        return m_repo.RegisterUser(user); 
    } 
 

When implementing the green-step of the cycle, we’re only interested in 

adding enough code to make the test pass. Logic that isn’t covered by 

the test should not be added. The AddUser method will most likely 

change during development, but the logic should change as a response 

to external testing (i.e. by making further unit tests pass). 
 
 

2.4.3 Refactor 

Finally, before adding the next test, the code is refactored i.e. the code is 

changed internally without affecting its behaviour externally. This step 

basically allows for small changes and optimizations to be made, such as 

splitting a long public method into smaller method calls, or moving 

methods to its own class altogether. 

There is no hard and fast rule regarding the amount of code which is 

allowed to change. However, code changing the outcome of the tests is 

not considered refactoring. The class’s public interface should remain 

the same, and the tested logic should perform the same tasks as before. 

The only changes that are to be performed are structural changes. 
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This step is not always required, as in the case for the Adding-

NewUserReturnsTrue test. However, after several TDD cycles during 

which more tests are added to exercise the logic of AddUser, the meth-

od might have grown in complexity, as seen in code listing 2.5. 

 
    public bool AddUser(string userName) 
    { 
        var user = new User { UserName = userName }; 
        var pinger = new PingService(); 
 
        // Will return -1 if greater than preset threshold 
        var responseCount = pinger.GetPingResponse(); 
 
        if (responseCount == -1) 
        { 
            // Service unavailable 
            return false; 
        } 
        else 
        { 
  // Available, but could still fail to register 
            return m_repo.RegisterUser(user); 
        } 
    } 
 

 Code listing 2.5 – Increased complexity 

Here, the refactor-step of TDD could instead enable the migration of 

some of this logic into a method of its own as well as simplifying the 

application flow, and end up with the code in code listing 2.6: 
 
    public bool AddUser(string userName) 
    { 
        var user = new User { UserName = userName }; 
 
        return PingWithinThreshold() ?  
 m_repo.RegisterUser(user) : false; 
    } 
 
    public bool PingWithinThreshold() 
    { 
        var pinger = new PingService(); 
 
        // Will return -1 if greater than preset threshold 
        var responseCount = pinger.GetPingResponse(); 
 
        return !(responseCount == -1); 
    } 
 

 Code listing 2.6 – Refactored code 
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The code in listing 2.6 performs exactly the same work as the code in 

listing 2.5, but in a much more modularized fashion, thus keeping down 

the complexity of the individual methods. 

2.5 Software quality metrics 

Since quality (as opposed to quantity) is to a large extent subjective, it is 

difficult to measure using objective methods. Some industrial metrics do 

exist, where quality is often related to the maintainability and complexi-

ty of the system. 

2.5.1 Cyclomatic complexity 

The term cyclomatic complexity was defined by Thomas J. McCabe, and 

describes the complexity of an application in terms of unique paths 

through the program [8]. Mathematically, cyclomatic complexity is 

described through graph theory, where the vertices, edges and connect-

ed components of the graph are used to calculate the complexity of the 

graph. In software development, this basically means that when repre-

senting a method as a graph, every control flow statement such as if-

clauses and switch-statements adds nodes or edges, adding to the over-

all cyclomatic complexity. 

Even though no specific number is given as a rule, McCabe proposed 10 

as a useful upper bound on methods in order to keep methods small 

and well structured. 

In an object oriented language such as C#, cyclomatic complexity is 

measured on a method level. Some complexity calculating tools, such as 

Microsoft Visual Studio, calculates an overall complexity by adding the 

cyclomatic complexity of the methods together. This is an important 

distinction, since the overall complexity of an entire assembly will be 

increasing throughout the project, while the corresponding complexity 

of methods is preferably always kept below 10. 

2.5.2 Code Coverage 

The term code coverage is the measurement of source code test coverage. 

By measuring the code coverage, a number (often a percentage) is pro-

duced. This number describes to what degree the code base is tested. 

While a higher number is, essentially, preferable, the coverage itself 

does not measure quality as such. The code in the SUT that is executed 

by the application’s test suite is considered to be covered. Hence, the 
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quality that will be measured is that the code stands up to the tests 

written. The actual quality of this code will depend on the quality of the 

test suite. Basically, this means that poorly written tests can yield a high 

coverage, while the actual quality of the source code might be low, due 

to badly written tests. 

2.5.3 Depth of Inheritance 

The depth of inheritance or depth of inheritance tree (DIT) is an object ori-

ented code metric, describing how deep the inheritance tree runs. An 

interface (having nothing more than method signatures) has an inher-

itance depth of 0. The first class to implement this interface will have an 

inheritance depth of 1. 

Generally, deep chains of inheritance add to the overall complexity. 

While a lower number is preferable, this does not suggest that inher-

itance should be avoided completely. It merely suggests that inheritance 

should be used where rationally applicable. Large inheritance chains can 

cause complexity on a combinatory scale, making the software difficult 

to maintain [3]. This is usually solved by preferring composition over 

inheritance. This means that a large DIT-measurement might point to 

quality issues. 

2.5.4 LOC 

Counting the lines of code (LOC) traditionally meant that a higher LOC 

was preferable. This can be (and has been) heavily disputed, and the 

opposite is preferred at the present time. When measuring the LOC of a 

method f(x), it is as a complexity measurement; it is desirable that the 

methods are as atomically and short as possible in order to guarantee 

high cohesion. One idea that has followed the object oriented paradigm 

for some time is called Command-query separation (CQS), a term coined 

by Bertrand Meyer in 1988 [9]. CQS states that a method should either 

change the state of a class (command) or read data from the class without 

modifying it (query). A method (as well as a class) should have a very 

narrow and well defined scope. Generally speaking, a class should have 

one and only one responsibility, whereas the methods in the class are 

used to implement this responsibility [10]. This is known as the Single 

Responsibility Principle (SRP). 
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3 Methodology 
This chapter presents the methodology and the tools used in the devel-

opment process. The concept of code metrics, their relevance in the scope 

of this thesis, as well as how they are to be measured is introduced here. 

3.1 Literary study 

The initial literary study were dedicated to finding previously published 

material on TDD with a strong focus on empirical measures. The most 

influential work was that which covered code quality metrics, as described 

in the last section. 

3.2 Tools 

The software is specified to be written in the C# programming language. 

Visual Studio 2010 Ultimate will be used as the main integrated develop-

ment environment (IDE). This will also be used to calculate certain code 

metrics with its built-in code analysis tools. 

In order to perform software testing, several tools will be used. For unit 

testing, the NUnit framework will be used [11].  

To ensure code coverage, two separate tools will be used: DotCover for 

detailed coverage analysis and NCrunch for continuous testing and live 

coverage inside Visual Studio [12][13]. 

As a helper tool when doing TDD, a Visual Studio plugin called Re-

Sharper will be used [14]. ReSharper offers useful refactoring and navi-

gation capabilities as well as some test integration such as its own unit 

test runner, which is compatible with NUnit. 

Since this project is to be integrated with a server solution written by 

other participants in the project, version control is highly necessary. In 

this case, GIT, a distributed versioning system has been used [15]. This 

has been combined with Github as a way for all participants to synchro-

nize repositories [16]. 

In order to provide the application with automatic dependency injection 

capabilities, the open source library StructureMap will be used [17]. 
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Finally, to provide mocking in the unit tests, the open source framework 

RhinoMocks will be used [18]. 

3.3 Evaluating the solution 

In order to evaluate the quality of the code base while using TDD, the 

following code metrics will be considered: 

 LOC – Fewer is better (meaning less complexity) 

 Cyclomatic complexity – Less is better (meaning less complexity) 

 Depth of inheritance – Lower is better (meaning less complexity) 

 Code coverage – Higher is generally better, but cannot be used as 

a quality measurement on its own 

These code metrics will be measured once every TDD cycle (as depicted 

in Figure 2.3) during the development in order to determine how the 

complexity of the system changes over time. The result is visualized in 

Chapter 5 – Results. 

Code metrics will be measured for one assembly only. Since the process 

of recording measurements between tests adds a significant amount of 

overhead in terms of time, only a small portion of the finished product 

will be measured. 

A part of the application will be written without any testing at all, and 

will be considered as a control group to make comparisons against. 
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4 Implementation 
This chapter describes an overview of the various key details and deci-

sions regarding the implementation of the system. 

4.1 Application structure 

The proposed project is a distributed two tier application (client/server) 

in which the server is a configurable instance which exposes functionali-

ty via Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) through an HTTP application 

programming interface (API). Locally, communication is performed 

through Data Transfer Objects (DTOs). The structure of the entire applica-

tion is shown in Figure 4.4: 

Client Applications (Data visualizers)

Server Applications (Data endpoints)

Local, internal API

HTTP Request HTTP Response

HTTP API

JSON-request

Serializes DTO to JSON

JSON-response

Deserializes JSON to DTO

Method calls Return values

Exposes URI:s for requests and responses. Bodies sent as JSON

 

 Figure 4.4 – Application structure 

A server instance describes one industrial system with a defined set of 

measurement probes. A client should theoretically be able to run in 

different forms, such as a mobile phone, a web client or as a Microsoft 

Windows application. Even though this thesis describes the develop-

ment of an MS Windows client, this is important to bear in mind since 
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each potential client should be able to use the same API and DTOs. 

Furthermore, a client is in no way bound to a certain server, but could 

be used to view output from several independent servers. 

The application will require an internal API to be used by clients. Other 

than that, each client is its own application. The implementation of the 

server software need not be known since servers and clients are decou-

pled by HTTP. The only prior knowledge necessary from the local API 

are the service endpoints and URIs. This logic is then encapsulated in 

the local API and used by the clients.  

Since clients are basically data visualizers working with a model (in this 

case, the DTOs), the Microsoft Windows client will be written using the 

Model-View-Presenter (MVP) design pattern. 

Since the application is aimed towards Windows users, it will be written 

as a Windows Forms application. In order to separate different concerns 

from each other, business logic such as retrieving data from a web 

service or a file will be loosely coupled to the GUI. The basic idea of the 

application will be as presented in Figure 4.5: 

 

Figure 4.5 – Separation of concerns 

The presentational logic and the business logic should be isolated from 

each other as much as possible. This will ensure that it is possible to test 

the business logic without any regards to the GUI. The GUI will be 

dependent on a business logic implementation (but not the other way 

around) and the tests will be dependent upon every module that re-

quires testing. Since tests are not supposed to be shipped with the prod-

uct, it is important that no other module is dependent on any test mod-

ule. 

GUI and 

presentational logic 

Business logic 

Test suites 
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4.2 Solution structure 

Visual Studio and .NET applications are written inside solutions. A 

solution can contain one or several projects, where each project is a 

modular piece of software to be compiled, called an assembly. A single 

project has a specific output. Common output formats are either execut-

able files (EXE) or Dynamic Link Libraries (DLL). To create a DLL file as 

the binary output in .NET, a Class Library is created, which is basically an 

assembly consisting of classes usable throughout every other project, 

which adds a reference to the DLL. 

For every project added, a corresponding class library containing unit 

tests will be created. The binary output when compiling a class library is 

a DLL file. A list, with a brief description of every solution, is given 

below: 

 

Solution name Type Description 

CodeProbe .EXE This project contains the GUI of the 

application. The only logic contained 

here is presentational logic. 

CodeProbeApi .DLL This project is the core of the service 

and the focus of this paper. It contains 

the actual API used to retrieve data 

from either a web server or a file. 

CodeProbeApi_tests .DLL This is project contains unit tests for 

CodeProbeApi. 

CodeProbeCommonFiles .DLL In this project, files which are to be 

shared across several solutions are 

kept. 

DataRenderComponent .DLL This project contains the data visual-

izer, which is written as a .NET UI 

component. 
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Table 4.1 – Solution projects 

 

These projects have several interdependencies, as shown in the depend-

ency graph in Figure 4.6. An arrow depicts a dependency, for which the 

project without an arrow head is dependent on the project with an 

arrow head. 

 

 

Figure 4.6 – Project dependency graph 

 

A few points of interest in Figure 4.6 are listed below: 

 The client implementation is conducted through the CodeProbe 

and DataRenderComponent projects. 

 The API implementation is conducted through the CodeProbeA-

PI and the CodeProbeCommonFiles projects. 

 No project is dependent on the API test suite project (CodePro-

beApi_tests), meaning that the test suites could be completely 

removed in a production release, without affecting the software. 

 The API is not dependent upon the client implementation, mean-

ing the client implementation is interchangeable, as long as it ad-

heres to the API. 

 The system which is tested and measured in the course of this 

thesis, is the CodeProbeApi assembly. 

 

CodeProbeApi_tests 

CodeProbeApi 

CodeProbeCommonFiles DataRenderComponent 

CodeProbe 
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4.3 User interface design 

As stated previously, the client application should be able to show data 

from several input sources. Such an input source is one of two things: 

1. A file, generated on a server which contains measurement data 

on a JSON format. 

2. Data retrieve from a server through HTTP. Also on JSON format, 

with the same field values as files use. 

The data, regardless of its origin, must be rendered in the same way. In 

order to do this, and to be able to render data from several input sources 

at once, the application will be designed as a Multiple Document Interface 

(MDI) application. An early prototype of the user interface, showing 

multiple child windows, is shown in Figure 4.7: 

 

Figure 4.7 – User Interface prototype 
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5 Results 
In this chapter, the measured code metrics are visualized. The measured 

assembly contains a total of 11 unit tests contained in 4 different test 

fixtures. 

In this chapter, as well as the appendices, the following abbreviations 

are used to refer to the code metrics: 

 CC = Cyclomatic complexity 

 DIT = Depth of Inheritance Tree 

 C = Coupling 

 LOC = Lines of code 

 

5.1 Maximum values of types and methods in assembly 

Measurements were taken on an assembly level, type level and method 

level. Appendix A shows the summary table of measurements for types 

and every type’s method. 

Measurements of interest in this table are the maximum values of each 

metric. The maximum values when measuring types are shown in table 

5.1: 

Metric Type Value 

maxCC  FileParser 9 

maxDIT  CorruptedFileException 2 

maxC  FileParser 16 

maxLOC  FileParser 24 

 Table 5.1 – Max code metrics, types 

 

The corresponding values, but applied on individual methods instead, 

are shown in table 5.2. 
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Metric Type Method Value 

maxCC  RemoteConnection Ping(int) : PingResponse 6 

maxDIT  - - - 

maxC  FileParser GetProbeContentFromFile(string) : ProbeFileContent 11 

maxLOC  RemoteConnection Ping(int) : PingResponse 14 

 Table 5.2 – Max code metrics, methods 

Remark: These metrics are taken from the latest stage of development 

and represent the highest values in the last TDD cycle (meaning it might 

have been higher at some point, but was lowered in the refactoring step 

of a TDD cycle). 

5.2 Mean and median values 

Referring to the summary table in Appendix A, the values in table 5.3 

hold for methods: 

Methods Mean Median 

CC 2,271186441 1 

C 2,644067797 1 

LOC 3,220338983 1 

 Table 5.3 – Mean and median values, method level 

Values of interest on a type level are shown in table 5.4: 

Types Mean Median 

C 2,904761905 1 

DIT 0,739130435 1 

 Table 5.4 – Mean and median values, type level 

Remark: The mean and median values for lines of code (LOC) and 

cyclomatic complexity (CC) have not been calculated on a type level. 

The reason is that CC/LOC on a type level is simply the addition of the 

corresponding metrics from every member constituting the type. On a 

member level, these metrics should always be kept as low as possible, 

and will be slightly higher for some members, and slightly lower for 

others. Adding all these together, however, will yield an increasing 

number, making measurements such as CC and LOC on a type level 

virtually pointless.  

Remark 2: DIT is not a relevant measurement for members, meaning 

that there can be no mean or median value on a method level. This is an 

object oriented measurement, bound to types only. 
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5.3 Unit test count 

The number of unit tests, plotted against the current TDD cycle, is 

shown in Figure 5.8: 

 

 

 Figure 5.8 – Number of unit tests, plotted against number of TDD cycles 

 

Remark: In the ideal case, the number of unit tests is the same as the 

TDD cycle, since one test should be added per cycle. There is one anom-

aly in Figure 5.8, namely that the amount of unit tests are the same in 

TDD cycles 7 and 8. This is due to a test becoming deprecated and thus 

removed, while at the same time, a new (failing) test was added. Hence, 

the amount of tests remains the same. Since a new test was added, this 

was still considered a TDD cycle. 
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5.4 Cyclomatic complexity – Entire assembly 

The CC for each individual method adds to the overall complexity of the 

entire assembly. The total calculated value, plotted against the TDD 

cycle which the value was calculated in, is shown in Figure 5.9: 

 

 Figure 5.9 – Cyclomatic complexity, plotted against the number of TDD cycles 

5.5 Code coverage – Entire Assembly 

The code coverage for the entire assembly is shown in Figure 5.10. This 

graph shows the amount of code covered by tests as a percentage, 

plotted against the TDD cycle in which the measurement occurred. 

 

 Figure 5.10 – Code coverage, plotted against the number of TDD cycles 
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Remark: Code coverage can be calculated in different ways. A common 

way of doing this is through line coverage, meaning that the coverage 

value is the ratio between the number of lines covered by tests and the 

total number of lines. This includes all code, such as private variables 

and properties which lack logic and hence do not require testing. 

When the coverage shows 100% (Between cycle 3 and 8), this is not a 

pure line coverage test. DotCover excludes C# auto properties and field 

variables from the coverage by default, yielding a slightly higher value. 

 

5.6 Lines of code – Entire Assembly 

The LOC for the entire assembly is shown in Figure 5.11. 

 

 Figure 5.11 – Lines of code, plotted against number of TDD cycles 

Remark: Since not all lines in source code files add anything to the 

complexity (which is what is desired to be measured), only LOC with 

any actual logic is calculated. This means that the following have no 

bearing on the LOC-measurement: 

 Commented and empty lines 

 Namespace, class or method declaration lines 

 Lines declaring scope (lines with curly braces only) 
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 Fields or local variable declarations (as long as the variables are 

not initialized on the same row) 

As an example, a class such as FileParser is calculated to have 24 lines of 

code, while, with nothing excluded, it contains 72 lines of code. Howev-

er, the uncounted 48 lines do not add to the complexity of the class, and 

are therefore not included. 

5.7 Class coupling – Entire Assembly 

The class coupling for the entire assembly is shown in Figure 5.12. The 

chart shows the total sum of class coupling in all the classes in the as-

sembly, plotted against the number of TDD cycles. 

 

 Figure 5.12 – Class coupling, plotted against the number of TDD cycles 

5.8 Untested assembly 

The client application consuming the API (a Windows Forms 

application, assembly CodeProbe) was written without tests with the 

hope of being able to use this as a control group. A slight problem with 

this approach is the overwhelming amount of generated code, imposed 

by the framework, yielding high measurement values without the user 

adding any code. Table 5.5 shows the maximum values for the types in 

the untested assembly. Since this assembly contains no testing, graphs of 

complexity per TDD cycle are not available. 
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Metric  Type Value 

maxCC  Main 34 

maxDIT  Main, frmDataPresenter, frmNewDataSource 7 

maxC  Main 52 

maxLOC  Main 291 

 Table 5.5 – Max values in untested assembly, type level 

Table 5.6 shows the corresponding values on a method level for the 

untested assembly. 

Metric  Type Method Value 

maxCC  Main ProcessCmdKey(ref Message, Keys) : bool 12 

maxDIT  - - - 

maxC  Main InitializeComponent() : void 31 

maxLOC  Main InitializeComponent() : void 234 

 Table 5.6 – Max values in untested assembly, method level 

Remark: Type Main is a generated type with a mixture of generated and 

user written methods, spread over several files (called a partial class in 

C#). Likewise, method InitializeComponent is generated by the 

framework. InitializeComponent has no user edited content. 
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6 Conclusions 
In this chapter, an analysis of the results of chapter 5 is made. The pro-

ject goals are revisited and reviewed and biasing factors on the results 

are discussed. 

A few words about the expected outcome are provided, together with 

suggestions on continued research. Here, ideas regarding how to im-

prove the accuracy of a study such as this one are also offered. 

6.1 Analysis 

The number of unit tests in the measured assembly (CodeProbeApi) is 

relatively small (11 tests), giving a relatively small span of measure-

ments as well. However, certain trends can be seen, as outlined in this 

subchapter. 

6.1.1 Cyclomatic complexity analysis 

First of all, referring to Figure 5.9, the cyclomatic complexity of the 

solution is showing a linear nature. In fact, by conducting a linear re-

gression on the data, its coefficient of determination is 98,02 R , hinting of 

a near-linear mapping. 

Having a linear increase on the cyclomatic complexity is arguably the 

preferred form. Consider the following points, as stated throughout the 

thesis: 

1. The CC of a single method should be kept as low as possible and 

preferably below 10. 

2. The CC of the entire assembly is the sum of the CC of individual 

methods, as described by equation 6.1: 






n

i

iassembly CCCC

0

 (6.1) 

3. Complexity is an inherent part of software and can’t be complete-

ly eliminated. 
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Bearing these points in mind; if roughly the same number of complexity 

were added in every cycle, the overall CC would increase in a linear 

manner. 

If a non-linear function was describing the overall CC, then it would 

present with either a decreasing or increasing slope. 

A decreasing slope would mean that less and less complexity was being 

added, approaching zero, which would in turn mean that it is probable 

that new code is not being added and that the existing code is simply 

being refactored. Complexity is a part of software. While there’s differ-

ent ways to handle it and keep it down, it’s arguably impossible to 

remove it altogether. 

An increasing slope would suggest that the amount of complexity 

added is increased in every cycle. Simply stated, the complexity would 

increase in a faster pace all the time, even though we were writing code 

in the same pace throughout the project. 

The slope of the line becomes the interesting measurement at this point, 

since the aim is to to maintain this slope to be as low as possible. A 

combination of a low slope and a relatively linear function means that a 

fairly small amount of complexity is being added over time (slope) as 

well as a relatively even amount without too many statistical outliers 

(linearity). 

The approximate slope of the line in Figure 5.9 is k=4, while the mean 

cyclomatic complexity of all methods is approximately cc = 2,3 (as seen 

in table 5.3) 

Complexity is low when compared to the proposed maximum value of 

10 by McCabe [8]. 

6.1.2 Code coverage analysis 

Since code coverage measures the amount of code which is covered by 

tests, the practice of TDD more or less ensures a high number. By itself, 

this number is impractical since it measures only the amount of tested 

code. The quality of the code is, however, not inherently better because 

of coverage. The codebase quality is as good as can be assured by the 

test assertions. Together with other metrics, this becomes interesting 
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(since an all too low number means that tests are missing and that there 

is probably no TDD taking place.) 

Referring to Figure 5.10, the appearance of the chart has an interesting 

feature. Initially it is rapidly being covered to 100% and then gradually 

drops to a total low of 83%. The reason is that dependency injection can 

only be performed up to a certain level. Dependencies are injected as a 

way of decoupling SUTs from logic in other classes. For instance, in the 

FileParser class, instead of reading and writing to files directly, an 

IFileClient interface is injected, thus enabling mock calls to load/save 

methods when testing. This also decouples the tests from resources such 

as a filesystem. However, when a certain depth has been reached in the 

dependency chain, code which is not testable in isolation will be found. 

In this case, the actual implementation called FileClient which finally 

has to be coupled to the file system cannot be unit tested without adding 

external factors. In this case, the logic in such a class is so small that 

pragmatic coding takes the upperhand, yielding lower code coverage. It 

should be possible to test logic which can go wrong and assert that the 

correct thing happens when it does, but at some level, unit testing will 

have to cease. The focus should be on writing meaningful tests, not on 

attempting to reach high coverage numbers. Actual resources could be 

exercised in integration tests instead (often used in conjunction with 

TDD), where tests are written to ensure outer quality. An assertion that 

a file actually is saved is not sufficiently isolated for TDD, but is a good 

candidate for integration testing. However, when unit testing, having a 

coverage of below 100% is still satisfactory (and anticipated). 

6.1.3 LOC analysis 

LOC is one of the more difficult metrics to analyze. This measurement is 

difficult to use on its own and does not measure quality directly, but 

rather works as an indicator that methods are becoming too large. 

Referring to Figure 5.11, the amount of code added in each TDD cycle is 

relatively small. The mean value at 3,22 LOC per method shows that 

most methods are kept very short (table 5.3). The median value in the 

same table is very small (1). This is due to the fact that many methods 

delegate calls further, making the mean value in conjunction with the 

maximum value of 14 lines (table 5.2) a better indicator. This can be 

contrasted against the untested assembly where the maximum LOC is 

234 for a method according to table 5.5 (although this method is gener-

ated by the framework).  
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As a side note, it is interesting to see that the LOC in Figure 5.11 appears 

to be proportional to the class coupling depicted in Figure 5.12. If this 

correlation actually points to something or whether a deeper “lurking 

factor” exists, which both are dependent upon, is difficult to determine. 

6.1.4 Coupling analysis 

The code coupling is largely reduced due to the extensive usage of 

interfaces. Since using dependency injection becomes a large part of 

testing classes in isolation, hence a large part of TDD, this method will 

radically lower coupling between classes. It is, of course, possible to 

reach a low degree of coupling using interfaces outside of testing as 

well, but it involves a greater degree of discipline by the developer. In 

TDD, this becomes a part of the development cycle making it more 

difficult to make actual tight couplings. When referring to table 5.3 and 

table 5.4, it can be seen that the coupling is held relatively low. The 

mean value will be kept low due to the many interfaces (having a cou-

pling of 0), while the median value works as an indicator that much of 

the implementations written do not actually use any classes other than 

those injected (yielding a coupling of 1). Some classes, such as factory 

method classes and facades are given the responsibility of actually 

creating some dependencies on the heap using actual implementations 

(yielding coupling > 1). Other classes which yield higher values are 

classes that use .NET specific classes, such as the FileParser class (yield-

ing unusually high values of 16 on a type level and 11 on a method level 

according to table 5.1 and 5.2). The reason for these high values is that 

.NET classes are not necessarily implemented using interfaces (or at 

least not at a sufficiently low level to have the correct method calls 

available). This means that many of the built-in classes in .NET are 

difficult to mock or stub without using special software capable of 

performing this. An interesting comparison here is with the code in the 

untested assembly which yields a total coupling of 52 on a type level 

and 31 on a method level (table 5.4, 5.5). 

6.2 Project goals 

The questions which this thesis aimed to answer, posed in the first 

chapter were: 

1. How is it possible to test and maintain quality in distributed ap-

plications? 
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2. Which metrics can be used to describe quality? 

3. Which tools can be used during construction and development to 

measure the aforementioned metrics? 

In order to answer the first question, the real strength in TDD must be 

looked at, which is: 

1. The rapid feedback when a test fails which is impossible to reach 

without testing 

2. The usage of isolated tests through dependency injection 

3. The mandatory step of refactoring code in an iterative manner, 

yielding smaller methods with higher cohesion 

At best, the analysis shows that TDD yields highly maintainable code by 

keeping the complexity down. Measuring this against untested code to 

provide a simple answer regarding whether TDD is always better is 

difficult, since a skilled developer, technically, could write code of as 

high a quality without TDD. This is discussed in greater detail in chapter 

6.3. The measurements alone, however, display the ability to monitor 

application state at any given time. This is a benefit offered by TDD and 

the tools that come with it. Applying TDD on distributed applications is 

more about achieving added testability, especially through fake objects 

such as mocks and stubs, which decouple the different parts of a dis-

tributed application. 

To answer the second question; the metrics presented in this thesis have 

greatly assisted in the determination as to when a method is in need of 

refactoring (high LOC or CC on a method level), as well as when a class 

has too low cohesion (high LOC or CC on a type level). The metrics 

presented also assist in discovering when further testing is required 

(code coverage) as well as the tests themselves, which helps to enforce 

the specifications provided to the application under development. 

In answer to the third question, there are many tools available, both 

open source and proprietary. The tools used when developing the 

application described in this thesis merely form a subset. As an alterna-

tive to DotCover there is a code coverage tool called NCover. As an 

alternative to ReSharper, there is a tool called CodeRush. As an alterna-

tive to NUnit, there is MSTest, and so on. The main point is that one a 
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complete toolchain should be used. The tool chain should cover all 

aspects of the development cycle, such as code metrics calculation, code 

coverage, unit testing, mocking and dependency injection. 
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6.3 Outside influences and factors 

To make a distinction in quality between modules written in TDD and 

modules written without TDD (and tests as well), a number of factors 

influences the result. Factors identified during the course of this thesis 

are: 

 The skill as a programmer – A developer with great skill could 

potentially write code which is of the same quality as that with-

out TDD, while the reverse also holds. Writing tests with the 

wrong focus when practicing TDD might cause quality issues in 

the code. 

 Earlier TDD experience – When attempting to make a scientific 

comparison such as this one, it is difficult to make a fair compari-

son when I (the author) as a developer have previous experience 

of TDD. Writing a module without testing and the TDD method-

ology still imposes a certain style on the code, since TDD has be-

come the way that I usually write code. Ideally, a scientific inves-

tigation such as this one would be spread over a larger timespan 

and involve more test subjects than one developer’s view and 

coding style. 

 Project size – The size of the measurements are small due to the 

timeframe for a thesis of this size. This means that much of the 

scope had to be narrowed at an early stage in order to; both have 

the time to produce usable software, but also to be able to take 

the time to measure parts of the software extensively at regular 

intervals. A larger project involving more participants would 

have been a better foundation. Ideally, the one making the meas-

urements should not be involved in the actual code writing to 

avoid bias. 

6.4 Expectance and continued research 

Software development is based on two separate aspects, namely, on the 

one hand it involves a scientific area where the scientific method is 

applied in terms of quantifiable measurements and empirical studies. 

On the other hand it is a craftsmanship from which the best practices 

emerge with experience. TDD is one such practice, emerging from the 

community of software developers as a means to develop higher quality 

software. It has been generally accepted and embraced among develop-
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ers as a means of writing software to ensure quality. For instance, one 

aspect which is difficult to measure in an isolated environment, but easy 

to argue in favour for, is the ability to find bugs (due to failing tests) 

during development instead of finding them post-release. 

Testing software is often quantifiable. Rapid feedback is received with 

regards to whether tests have passed or failed, and it is also possible to 

measure how much of an application that has been tested. However, 

using TDD, where the tests drives the design in order to achieve an 

increase in quality, is not as easily quantifiable as the tests themselves. 

This thesis has merely scratched the surface of measuring quality 

through complexity. Due to the amount of measurements and the inter-

val in which these had to be recorded, the actual codebase on which the 

measurements were made is relatively small. In order to provide a more 

finite answer, further investigation would be required. Other than that, 

the results were as expected, where TDD appears to lead to code with 

low complexity and high maintainability. However, as has been previ-

ously stated, the real strength of TDD appears to be in its ability to track 

the state of an application at all times in receiving rapid feedback. 

In order to investigate further, more code metrics could be added. For 

instance, instead of merely measuring the coupling (the number of types 

a certain types is bound to), the metrics of efferent and afferent coupling 

[20] could be used, such that: 

 Ce = efferent coupling (outgoing dependencies) 

 Ca = afferent coupling (incoming dependencies) 

In this case, further nuances of coupling can be detected. Basically, what 

has been measured in this thesis is the efferent coupling, in which a type 

is dependent on other types. The afferent coupling could be used to 

identify types which have a high degree of responsibility and are reused 

often (meaning changes to it can affect many other modules and types). 

Furthermore, in order to present stable empirical data, the study should 

be conducted using several developers, with both prior experience to 

TDD and with no prior experience to TDD. The person making the 

actual measurements (in this case, the author) should not be involved in 

writing the code in order to avoid being subjective. 
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Last, but not least, the fairness in using a Windows Forms project as a 

control project written in a conventional matter could be discussed.  

Since much of the code (especially the one that ranked high in complexi-

ty) in such a project is actually generated by the framework through the 

use of designers and other tools built into Visual Studio, the project is 

not entirely representational. In any continued research, a firm project to 

use in comparisons should be drawn up. 

As a side note, the complexity of the generated code could still be dis-

cussed regarding whether or not this could have been generated in a 

less rigid manner. 

 

6.5 Ethical aspects 

As with all technical research and innovations, the ethical aspects 

emerge when it has actually been implemented in a scenario where it 

has an impact on society. While there are no direct ethical concerns to be 

linked to the process of TDD, there are strong ethical aspects towards 

testing software. 

The idea of testing is not only a way of maintaining quality, but also to 

make sure the system does what it is supposed to. As stated in this thesis, 

testing software assists in detecting bugs in systems before they are being 

shipped, as opposed to being discovered when taken into everyday 

usage. While a bug in many applications might simply mean a minor 

nuisance, there are systems which cannot be allowed to fail. The trend in 

society during the last decades has been to implement more and more 

software driven systems. 

Some critical real-time systems, such as those involving road traffic 

management (such as traffic lights), hospital equipment and vehicles 

(cars, airplanes, boats for instance) must be guaranteed to actually 

perform their duties correctly. These examples uses software which can 

actually cause personal injury or bodily harm if not allowed to function 

correctly and such systems should be thoroughly tested, connecting a 

strong ethical trait to software testing methodologies. 
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That said, there are many different ideas on how to actually test soft-

ware, and TDD is one of many design techniques which allows for 

testing to occur. However, the ethical concerns are derived more from 

the lack of testing than selecting a certain design or testing methodolo-

gy. 
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Appendix A: Measurement Tables 

 Summary Table 

 

Scope Namespace Type Member CC DIT C LOC 

Type CodeProbeApi ApiFacade   3 1 8 9 

Member CodeProbeApi ApiFacade ApiFacade(IHttpClientFactory, IFileClientFactory) 1   2 3 

Member CodeProbeApi ApiFacade CreateLocalConnection() : IFileParser 1   4 3 

Member CodeProbeApi ApiFacade 
CreateRemoteConnection(string, string) : ICodePro-
beClient 1   4 3 

Type CodeProbeApi ICounter   3 0 0 0 

Member CodeProbeApi ICounter End() : void 1   0 0 

Member CodeProbeApi ICounter Start() : void 1   0 0 

Member CodeProbeApi ICounter Value() : int 1   0 0 

Type CodeProbeApi.DataStructs PingResponse   5 1 0 5 

Member CodeProbeApi.DataStructs PingResponse PingMilliseconds.get() : int 1   0 1 

Member CodeProbeApi.DataStructs PingResponse PingMilliseconds.set(int) : void 1   0 1 

Member CodeProbeApi.DataStructs PingResponse PingResponse() 1   0 1 

Member CodeProbeApi.DataStructs PingResponse ResponseMessage.get() : string 1   0 1 

Member CodeProbeApi.DataStructs PingResponse ResponseMessage.set(string) : void 1   0 1 

Type CodeProbeApi.DataStructs ProbeFileContent   7 1 3 8 

Member CodeProbeApi.DataStructs ProbeFileContent Data.get() : List<ProbeData> 1   2 1 

Member CodeProbeApi.DataStructs ProbeFileContent Data.set(List<ProbeData>) : void 1   2 1 

Member CodeProbeApi.DataStructs ProbeFileContent Header.get() : DatasetHeader 1   1 1 

Member CodeProbeApi.DataStructs ProbeFileContent Header.set(DatasetHeader) : void 1   1 1 

Member CodeProbeApi.DataStructs ProbeFileContent ProbeFileContent() 1   0 1 

Member CodeProbeApi.DataStructs ProbeFileContent PushData(ProbeData) : void 2   2 3 

Type CodeProbeApi.Enumeration Serializer   0 1 0 0 

Type CodeProbeApi.Exceptions CorruptedFileException   1 2 1 1 

Member CodeProbeApi.Exceptions CorruptedFileException CorruptedFileException(Exception) 1   1 1 

Type CodeProbeApi.Local FileClient   4 1 5 7 

Member CodeProbeApi.Local FileClient FileClient() 1   0 1 

Member CodeProbeApi.Local FileClient FileExists(string) : bool 1   1 3 

Member CodeProbeApi.Local FileClient LoadFileAsStringCollection(string) : List<string> 1   3 2 

Member CodeProbeApi.Local FileClient SaveFileFromStringCollection(string, List<string>) : void 1   2 1 

Type CodeProbeApi.Local FileClientFactory   2 1 3 3 

Member CodeProbeApi.Local FileClientFactory CreateFileClient() : IFileClient 1   2 2 

Member CodeProbeApi.Local FileClientFactory FileClientFactory() 1   0 1 

Type CodeProbeApi.Local FileParser   9 1 16 24 
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Member CodeProbeApi.Local FileParser FileParser(IFileClient) 1   1 2 

Member CodeProbeApi.Local FileParser GetProbeContentFromFile(string) : ProbeFileContent 3   11 9 

Member CodeProbeApi.Local FileParser LoadFile(string) : ProbeFileContent 3   5 7 

Member CodeProbeApi.Local FileParser SaveFile(string, ProbeFileContent) : void 2   8 6 

Type CodeProbeApi.Local.InfraStructure IFileClient   3 0 1 0 

Member CodeProbeApi.Local.InfraStructure IFileClient FileExists(string) : bool 1   0 0 

Member CodeProbeApi.Local.InfraStructure IFileClient LoadFileAsStringCollection(string) : List<string> 1   1 0 

Member CodeProbeApi.Local.InfraStructure IFileClient SaveFileFromStringCollection(string, List<string>) : void 1   1 0 

Type CodeProbeApi.Local.InfraStructure IFileClientFactory   1 0 1 0 

Member CodeProbeApi.Local.InfraStructure IFileClientFactory CreateFileClient() : IFileClient 1   1 0 

Type CodeProbeApi.Local.InfraStructure IFileParser   2 0 1 0 

Member CodeProbeApi.Local.InfraStructure IFileParser LoadFile(string) : ProbeFileContent 1   1 0 

Member CodeProbeApi.Local.InfraStructure IFileParser SaveFile(string, ProbeFileContent) : void 1   1 0 

Type CodeProbeApi.Remote HttpClientFactory   4 1 6 6 

Member CodeProbeApi.Remote HttpClientFactory 
CreateHttpClient(Serializer, string, string) : 
IHttpRestClient 3   5 5 

Member CodeProbeApi.Remote HttpClientFactory HttpClientFactory() 1   0 1 

Type CodeProbeApi.Remote RemoteConnection   7 1 11 17 

Member CodeProbeApi.Remote RemoteConnection Ping(int) : PingResponse 6   10 14 

Member CodeProbeApi.Remote RemoteConnection RemoteConnection(ICodeProbeClient, ICounter) 1   2 3 

Type CodeProbeApi.Remote.InfraStructure IHttpClientFactory   1 0 2 0 

Member CodeProbeApi.Remote.InfraStructure IHttpClientFactory 
CreateHttpClient(Serializer, string, string) : 
IHttpRestClient 1   2 0 

Type CodeProbeApi.Remote.InfraStructure IRemoteConnection   1 0 1 0 

Member CodeProbeApi.Remote.InfraStructure IRemoteConnection Ping(int) : PingResponse 1   1 0 

 

 

 Test suites measurement tables 

This section contains individual measurements of all code metrics for 

every NUnit test suite. 

 

SUT: FileParser, Suite: FileParserTests 

FileParserTests Type:       Method:     Method:   Method:   Method:     

  FileParser     FileParser   LoadFile   SaveFile   GetProbeContentFromFile 

No. of unit tests CC DIT C LOC CC C LOC CC C LOC CC C LOC CC C LOC 

1                                 

2 6 1 12 17 1 1 2 3 11 9 2 8 6       

3 7 1 14 19 1 1 2 4 12 11 2 8 5       

4 9 1 16 24 1 1 2 3 5 7 2 8 6 3 11 9 
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SUT: RemoteConnection, Suite: RemoteConnectionTests 

RemoteConnectionTests Type:       Method:     Method:   

  RemoteConnection   RemoteConnection Ping     

No. of unit tests CC DIT C LOC CC C LOC CC C LOC 

0 1 1 1 2 1 1 2       

1 2 1 2 4 1 1 2 1 2 2 

2 7 1 11 17 1 2 3 6 10 14 

 

SUT: FileClientFactory, Suite: FactoryMethodTests 

FactoryMethodTests Type:       Method:     Method:   

  FileClientFactory   FileClientFactory CreateFileClient 

No. of unit tests CC DIT C LOC CC C LOC CC C LOC 

1 2 1 3 3 1 0 1 1 2 2 

 

SUT: HttpClientFactory, Suite: FactoryMethodTests 

FactoryMethodTests Type:       Method:     Method:       

  HttpClientFactory   HttpClientFactory CreateRemoteConnection 

No. of unit tests CC DIT C LOC CC C LOC CC C LOC     

1 4 1 6 6 1 0 1 3 5 5     

 

SUT: ApiFacade, Suite: ApiFacadeTests 

ApiFacadeTests Type:       Method:     Method:     Method:   

  ApiFacade     ApiFacade   CreateRemoteConnection CreateLocalConnection 

Unit Tests CC DIT C LOC CC C LOC CC C LOC   CC C LOC 

1 2 1 4 5 1 1 2 1 4 3         

2 3 1 8 9 1 2 3 1 4 3   1 4 3 
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 Assembly code metric measurements 

The measurements for the entire assembly are presented in the follow-

ing table: 

TDD Cycle Unit tests Coverage MI CC DIT Coupling LOC  Event 

0 0 0%           (Test suite 1 added) 

1 1 90%             

2 2 90% 87 16 1 13 27   

3 3 100% 88 22 1 14 34 Test suite 2 added 

4 4 100% 90 25 1 15 35   

5 5 100% 86 32 1 25 51   

6 6 100% 90 36 1 27 51 Test suite 3 added 

7 7 100% 91 38 1 29 55   

8 7 100% 90 40 1 30 57   

9 8 93% 91 46 1 32 64   

10 9 87% 91 50 1 37 74 Test suite 4 added 

11 10 83% 91 53 2 40 80   
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Appendix B: Unit test suites 
This appendix contains the source code for the unit tests that are exercis-

ing the actual code. 

 ApiFacadeTests 
 
[TestFixture] 
public class ApiFacadeTests 
{ 
    private ApiFacade sut; 
    private IHttpClientFactory m_httpClientFactoryStub; 
    private IFileClientFactory m_fileClientFactoryStub; 
    private IFileClient m_fileClientStub; 
    private IHttpRestClient m_httpClientStub; 
 
    [SetUp] 
    public void Setup() 
    { 
        // Stubs 
        m_httpClientFactoryStub = MockRepository.GenerateStub<IHttpClientFactory>(); 
        m_fileClientFactoryStub = MockRepository.GenerateStub<IFileClientFactory>(); 
             
        m_httpClientStub = MockRepository.GenerateStub<IHttpRestClient>(); 
        m_fileClientStub = MockRepository.GenerateStub<IFileClient>(); 
 
        // SUT 
        sut = new ApiFacade(m_httpClientFactoryStub, m_fileClientFactoryStub); 
    } 
 
    [Test] 
    public void CanCreateRemoteConnection() 
    { 
        // Arrange 
        var serviceBase = "http://test.com"; 
        var version = "1"; 
 
        m_httpClientFactoryStub.Stub( 
            x => x.CreateHttpClient( 

Serializer.JSON,  
serviceBase,  
version)).Return(m_httpClientStub); 

 
        // Act 
        var connection  

= sut.CreateRemoteConnection(serviceBase, version) as CodeProbeClient; 
 
        // Assert 
        m_httpClientFactoryStub.AssertWasCalled( 
            x => x.CreateHttpClient(Serializer.JSON, serviceBase, version)); 

 
Assert.NotNull(connection); 

    } 
 
    [Test] 
    public void CanCreateLocalConnection() 
    { 
        // Arrange 
        m_fileClientFactoryStub.Stub(x => x.CreateFileClient()).Return(m_fileClientStub); 
 
        // Act 
        var parser = sut.CreateLocalConnection(); 
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        // Assert 
        m_fileClientFactoryStub.AssertWasCalled(x => x.CreateFileClient()); 
        Assert.NotNull(parser); 
    } 
} 

 FactoryMethodTests 
 
[TestFixture] 
public class FactoryMethodTests 
{ 
    [Test] 
    public void CanCreateFileClient() 
    { 
        var sut = new FileClientFactory(); 
 
        var client = sut.CreateFileClient() as FileClient; 
 
        Assert.NotNull(client); 
    } 
 
    [Test] 
    [TestCase(Serializer.XML)] 
    [TestCase(Serializer.JSON)] 
    public void CanCreateHttpClientWithCorrectSerialization(Serializer serializer) 
    { 
        // Arrange 
        var sut = new HttpClientFactory(); 
        var serviceBase = "http://localhost"; 
        var version = "1"; 
 
        // Act 
        var client  

= sut.CreateHttpClient(serializer, serviceBase, version) as HttpRestClient; 
 
        // Assert 
        Assert.NotNull(client); 
    } 
} 

 

 

 FileParserTests 
 
[TestFixture] 
public class FileParserTests 
{ 
    private FileParser sut; 
    private IFileClient m_clientStub; 
 
    // Genuine fake data ;) 
    private readonly List<string> m_squareWave = new List<string> 
                                            { 
                                                 [PROPRIETARY FILE FORMAT] 

This list contains data as it  
would appear in a legitimate file 

                                            }; 
 
    // Data that could under no circumstances be read successfully 
    private readonly List<string> m_corruptData = new List<string> 
        { 
            "ksjklsdjeocmdmeod", 
            "0sokmekljfpoj9noj3", 
            "9fs8duhcn08nojn3ioecoh", 
        }; 
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    [SetUp] 
    public void Setup() 
    { 
        m_clientStub = MockRepository.GenerateStub<IFileClient>(); 
        sut = new FileParser(m_clientStub); 
    } 
 
    [Test] 
    public void CanPopulateDataFromFile() 
    { 
        // Arrange the stub 
        string file = "test.cprobe"; 
        m_clientStub.Stub(x => x.FileExists(file)).Return(true); 
        m_clientStub.Stub(x => x.LoadFileAsStringCollection(file)).Return(m_squareWave); 
 
        // Act on the sut 
        var result = sut.LoadFile(file); 
 
        // Assert 
        m_clientStub.AssertWasCalled(x => x.LoadFileAsStringCollection(file)); 
        Assert.AreEqual(2, result.Data.Count); 
        Assert.AreEqual("DatasetHeader", result.Header.DtoName); 
        Assert.AreEqual("ProbeData", result.Data[0].DtoName); 
        Assert.AreEqual("ProbeData", result.Data[1].DtoName); 
    } 
 
    [Test] 
    public void CanSaveDataToFile() 
    { 
        // Arrange 
        var mockData = new ProbeFileContent(); 
        mockData.Header = new DatasetHeader() 
            { 
                DtoName = "DatasetHeader", 
                DatasetName = "TestDataSet", 
                MachineName = "8460P", 
            }; 
 
        mockData.PushData(new ProbeData()); 
 
        string file = "test.cprobe"; 
 
        // Act 
        sut.SaveFile(file, mockData); 
 
        // Assert 
        m_clientStub.AssertWasCalled(x => x.SaveFileFromStringCollection( 

file, new List<string>()), c => c.IgnoreArguments()); 
    } 
 
    [Test] 
    [ExpectedException(typeof(FileNotFoundException))] 
    public void OpeningNonExistingFileThrowsException() 
    { 
        // Arrange 
        const string file = "test.cprobe"; 
        m_clientStub.Stub(x => x.FileExists(file)).Return(false); 
 
        // Act 
        sut.LoadFile(file); 
 
        // Assert 
        // Assertion 1 is made through ExpectedException attribute 
        // Assertion 2: 
        m_clientStub.AssertWasCalled(x => x.FileExists(file)); 
    } 
 
    [Test] 
    [ExpectedException(typeof(CorruptedFileException))] 
    public void OpeningWrongFileTypeOrCorruptedFileThrowsException() 
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    { 
        // Arrange 
        const string file = "test.cprobe"; 
        m_clientStub.Stub(x => x.FileExists(file)).Return(true); 
        m_clientStub.Stub(x => x.LoadFileAsStringCollection(file)).Return(m_corruptData); 
 
        // Act 
        var result = sut.LoadFile(file); 
        // Assertion is made entirely through the ExpectedException attribute 
    } 
} 
 

 RemoteConnectionTests 
 
[TestFixture] 
public class RemoteConnectionTests 
{ 
    private RemoteConnection sut; 
    private ICodeProbeClient httpApiStub; 
    private ICounter counterStub; 
 
    [SetUp] 
    public void Setup() 
    { 
        httpApiStub = MockRepository.GenerateStub<ICodeProbeClient>(); 
        counterStub = MockRepository.GenerateStub<ICounter>(); 
        sut = new RemoteConnection(httpApiStub, counterStub); 
    } 
 
    [Test] 
    public void CanPingServiceSynchronously() 
    { 
        // Arrange 
        httpApiStub.Stub(x => x.PingCodeProbe()).Return(""); 
        counterStub.Stub(x => x.Value()).Return(0); 
 
        // Act 
        var msg = sut.Ping(10); 
             
        // Assert 
        Assert.NotNull(msg); 
        Assert.NotNull(msg.ResponseMessage); 
        httpApiStub.AssertWasCalled(x => x.PingCodeProbe()); 
    } 
 
    [Test] 
    public void PingSynchronouslyAboveTTLReturnsNull() 
    { 
        // Arrange 
        httpApiStub.Stub(x => x.PingCodeProbe()).Return(""); 
        counterStub.Stub(x => x.Value()).Return(50); 
 
        // Act 
        var msg = sut.Ping(10); 
 
        // Assert 
        Assert.IsNull(msg); 
        httpApiStub.AssertWasCalled(x => x.PingCodeProbe()); 
    } 
} 
 


